
Bruno 
Munari.

Thank You!
Luca Trevisani
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A few days ago I was in a store and stopped to look at a gadget, a metal rectangle with round

holes. It was abstract and elegant: a perfect, mysteriously-suggestive work. I asked what it

was and I was told that it was a spaghettometer, a gadget that measures the quantity of

spaghetti to cook based on the number of people. Great. The number of people is no longer

translated into weight or into grams, as is usually done, but in holes; a circle with a certain

diameter corresponds to a certain number of mouths to feed. 3 people = 9 cm. Great.

There you are, this is the first thing that comes to my mind when I think of Bruno Munari,

one thing that he neither did nor thought of (so to say), but that seems to come straight out

of one of his books; from one of those collections of stimuli that teach us to see the world

from a different, original perspective, like that strange order that only a spaghettometer can

give to things.

I love circles, like those of the spaghettometer, and also spheres, but perhaps, even more

than spheres, eggs, which are more elegant (and mysterious) and that Bruno Munari once

defined as “a perfect form that comes out of a butt.” There you are, you see, to say some-

thing of the kind, you must be brilliant, have a sense of irony and the detachment from

things that irony gives you, and Zen even more. That’s right, Zen, and perhaps this article

could be entitled “Zen and design …” After “Zen and archery and Zen and the art of motor-

cycle maintenance … Zen and things …”

The books I just mentioned speak of a relationship with things made of experience, curiosity

and the discovery of a new balance.

It is about not being afraid of jumping from one topic to another, to look at each thing with

the same interest, without pre-established hierarchies, with the awareness that Da cosa

nasce cosa (Things are born from Things), and that for Mettere al mondo al mondo it’s enough

to just listen to it and follow its own Obvious code.

In 1970, Robert Morris published his “Notes on Sculpture” in Artforum where he noted 

how it was now inevitable to pass from a visual relationship with things to one that is haptic,

tactile, active; for a total phenomenological meeting of the body with the world. In 1970,

Bruno Munari spoke to the senses of young and old alike for a long time, making them re-

bound between chaos and order, Nella Nebbia di Milano (In the fog of Milan) like Nella notte

buia (In the dark of the night). Art for him was nothing but an arena for performances, for

group games. Someone said: “Give me a lever and I will raise the world for you.” 

Bruno Munari taught us to see levers everywhere as a kind of preparatory course. But if

Itten’s at the Bauhaus lasted only a year and he took himself very seriously, Munari has 

enrolled us into a school that never closes, filled with irony and all that remains for us to do

is to follow it in its numerous developments.

Of course. We must not withdraw into our certainties, but remain open to the world and 

always look at things with curiosity. I often think of the work of a researcher and imagine a

person who shuts himself into a work space, isolated from the world and there challenges
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himself, analyzing his own opportunities for knowledge and expression, a bit like Bruce

Nauman, just out of art school, in his study with a cup of coffee and tormented by the 

empty space, a Beckett-like failure in his head questioning himself in an empty room, 

trying, searching.

So, perhaps Bruno Munari, as someone before him, found and didn’t search … one thing is

what we want it to be … I repeat … he said that Things are born from Things. 

In the 1970s many radical Italian designers met under the name of Global Tools, with the 

intention of operating in the market of ideas and things with a “long-term strategy”, which

makes me think of Munari, of a thought that lasts in time, that slowly melts, that influ-

ences us, but those were the times of “policy documents”, of barricades, of die-hards. 

Munari was obviously not involved with that reality; he was not very ideological and per-

haps too practical, but the idea of a global tool, general, generic and always good because 

always different, makes me think precisely of him, of an intelligence that slips away like a

sly, live eel, but also simple and effective like opposable thumbs. 

Bruno Munari is before anyone else a global tool, for his trust in manual thinking, an oxy-

moron I like a lot and that comes to mind for all those practices that increase our knowledge

and awareness thanks to practice.

With thinking that develops with the hands, with the fingertips instead of with only the

brains, you can create a sculpture and never know what shape it will take (a bit like Flexy).

Think of something that grows without knowing how it will end up, which brings to mind a

plant, an organic process. Something bigger than yourself, something alive, to develop with 

guidelines but that you must respect, must love, a sculpture that if you look at it closely is a

social sculpture (which instead of being fed with honey like the one of Beuys, is nourished

with ideas). A sculpture that teaches by example, almost a personal school, spontaneous and

free like the one that Ivan Illich dreamt of.

We were taught that when speaking of a post-war designer we had to speak of rationalism,

the school of Ulm and the Bauhaus. A lot of gymnastics took place on the roof of the

Bauhaus at Dessau: some dedicated their entire lives studying the building or the lives of the

professors that taught there. Nowadays, the fever for modernism wants us to talk about life,

death, and the (few) miracles of all its protagonists. I believe that Bruno Munari, more than

anyone else, concentrated on that terrace and for his entire life he believed in gymnastics, 

in Zen and perhaps also in yoga. I am exaggerating, but we all agree: that his was mental

gymnastics, gymnastics as exercise, as a method, gymnastics in the open air that frees the

mind, open to atmospheric agents … curiosity … aware that only when meeting others do we

learn … Da cosa nasce cosa, precisely.

You may not know but it is an anecdote that seems to come from one of the pages of 

Munari: Alexander Fleming, while he was working on an experiment based on bacterial 

cultures, accidentally left his work uncovered near an open window. Several bacterial 

spores entered through the window and contaminated his experiment. He was about to

throw it all out when he noted some strange areas where bacterial cultures weren’t growing.
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That’s how a new research began that led to the discovery of penicillin. What happened 

was pure luck, combined however with the acumen to observe events. It is essential to be

open to any evolution.

Chemistry is the science that interprets the properties of matter and its transformations.

If we take pure sodium and put it in water we will cause an explosion, if we swallow 

chlorine we will die. But if we combine chlorine and sodium, we obtain sodium chloride,

cooking salt. Da cosa nasce cosa, like what happens in nature. I said earlier that Bruno 

Munari was a sort of social sculptor, but maybe I was wrong, perhaps he wasn’t a sculptor

after all, but a chemist.

I thought I knew Munari, but he was too many things bundled together and every time I

tried to portray him or define him I found myself holding a blurry picture, like those of the

Bragaglia brothers, empty-handed. Maybe it is easier to speak of him describing a couple of

the terrific things he left us; and I will let you make a list of them.

There is a book for global tourists, a handbook and survival manual for the do-it-yourself

tourist, a collection of pictures of everything that may be useful when traveling, but that we

don’t know how to ask for when we can’t even say “hello” in the local language. Just point to

the picture to save the situation. A book for those who prefer to get off the beaten track.

I am convinced that Bruno, with his vision of things, contributed to making that book even

without knowing it.

Bruno Munari also combined mandarins and oranges to create clementines. He also thought

of having the fruit grown in the shape of a crate to ship it more easily, and he went all the

way to designing the square watermelon that everyone thinks is an outlandish idea from

Japan.

In 2005, an exhibition of very normal things he called “super normal” was seen worldwide.

It was a tribute to the beauty of design that disappears in things, which isn’t shown for the

clamor but for the value. In reality, that exhibition was organized by Bruno Munari, even if

he was no longer with us.

Before seeing that exhibition, I read a book entitled “Flatlandia”, written many years ago by

an amusing Englishman: that book, in reality, was written by Munari.

You will say no, you will think it’s a resounding lie. But I challenge you to really think it 

wasn’t that way.

First published in Italian in: Flash Art, August/September 2009, pp. 28–29.
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